Travelport INVOL / ManMask
V 1.3.0 (release 2019 04 04)
Invol plugin is intended to make faster and easier exchanges in case of involuntary changes, for voluntary changes it
helps with TMU mask.
Although INVOL caters well for most cases, it can stumble on more complex cases, such as IT/BT ticket, where fare is
hidden, and even more often with IT/BT ticket 2nd or subsequent reissues, so make sure you check built fare masks
before ticketing. If it happens to be wrong, you can correct it or build proper mask with MANMASK GUI.

Entry

Explanation

HELP INVOL

Shows basic how-to guide, app expiry date

HELP INVOL LH/SK/UA

Shows carrier rule for endorsements, example: when tkt is plated
on LH and itin (old or new) having LH, SK and UA segments.
You can also use , separator instead of /
Show listed carrier endorsement/revalidation rule applicable for your POS,
for tickets both plated on UA and only with UA segments present on
itinerary- old or new.
Entry can start with #
Automatically prepares involuntary change reissue masks.

HELP INVOL UA/UA

INVOL

https://youtu.be/jU3x9bDNQzI - video demo
INVOL/S4-5C5

Entry can start with #
Instructs system to match new segments 4 and 5 to coupon 5 (note! it is
not CPN number in system, but simply sequential (counted) coupon
number, continuing on for conjunction ticket)

MANMASK

Entry can start with #
opens up Manual Fare Build for quick building/copying manual fare based
on any existing stored fare, including ticketed, and also from ticket.
https://youtu.be/WXl16TMC8p8 - MANMASK demoed

TMU1FEXnnn nnnn nnn nnn

Offers to automatically process exchange screens, or go classic way
https://youtu.be/EM0fJOZsiwM - FEX automation explained

!TMU1FEXnnn nnnn nnn nnn

goes classic way, with no offer of autoprocessing (as of v1.1.9)

TMU1FEXnnn nnnn nnn nnn/TTL500

automatically process any exchange screens, specifying that original value
must be set to 500.00 (.00 are auto-added if needed by currency)

modifier .../FOP

*Works with both INVOL and TMU
[FOP Override Please] this modifier to above entries will overwrite Original
FOP info on FEX mask with data from Electronic Ticket display screen. If no
modifier used, FOP data on FEX screen is kept untouched.

modifier .../Wfree text

*Works for INVOL only
adds free text to start of endorsements, used primarily for waivers.
/W modifier should be the last to add.

Known limitations:

Travelport INVOL / ManMask

•
•
•

Pay attention when fare box on ticket is IT/BT, there may be difficulties for the app to derive proper FARE
VALUE.
Carefully check 2nd and subsequent reissues, paying attention to FARE VALUE and PAID TAXES
A3 carrier has been noticed to interpret/show on reissued ticket MISC FOP instead of original INVOICE FOP

NB! Airlines.xml file is now auto-updated. If you want carrier endorsement rule implemented, send carrier rule to your
Travelport Solutions manager.
To prevent the file from auto-update, create empty file with name Airlines.xml.noupdate.

